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There are many Internet marketing India companies, whom you can contact for getting SEO, India.
Many of them offer good SEO services. But before you select any one SEO services company, you
would perhaps like to know a little more about the costs involved in getting quality SEO India. This is
quite understandable, even though India is one of the cheapest SEO destinations in the world; you
will after all be spending your hard earned money on it.

In terms of absolute amounts, you can get a very large range of SEO rates, even in India.
Therefore, it would be more worthwhile to take a look at the different ways in which an SEO services
company can price its SEO services. For your convenience we will list the types of SEO pricing
models that are offered by Internet marketing India companies below:

1.	Pricing by Project: This is one of the most commonly followed pricing models. You are charged a
fixed price for a designated SEO project, with clearly defined tasks for the SEO company. The
advantage of this is that if some unavoidable delays crop up in your project, you wonâ€™t be charged
more for the extra time by the SEO services company you have engaged. The downside is that you
might not be able to get more services than strictly specified in the contract; the SEO firm may very
well say that this constitutes add on services which need to be charged on different basis, like per
hour.

2.	Hourly pricing: This can be a slightly expensive model even though hourly costs for SEO in India
can be lower than $25; though it may seem like that you will have to pay the Internet marketing
company for only the hours in which they actually work on your SEO project, you have to consider
the fact that SEO typically needs quite a few months to show appreciable results, almost half a year.
It is best when you have very less and very specific SEO goals, which are achievable in less time
than usual.

3.	Monthly pricing: This is a very popular model, with both Internet marketing India companies and
their customers. This saves you from fine tuning every detail about hourly rates and the type of work
expected in an hour. However, contrary to belief, this does not mean that you can get a SEO firm to
do just about anything for a fixed monthly fee. A monthly pricing model is best of you are looking for
SEO â€˜maintenanceâ€™ work, to ensure that your website continues to be in the top rankings. Such
maintenance work has more or less the same tasks in every month, so a fixed fee will be equitable
for both you the SEO firm.

So ideally, you should adopt an hourly or project based pricing model when you starting a new SEO
project, and switch to a monthly retainer once the project is well on its way.       
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